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Knowledge and information

What museums need to know to achieve their aims

Information to support knowledge

Who owns information?

Any organization - including any museum - that is serious about using infor
mation to help it to aclueve its aims has first to make its own definition of
what information means for it, in the light of what those aims are. The idea
that 'information' can mean different tlungs for different organizations is per
haps an unfamiliar one, but it grows out of the general definition of informa
tion as the 'essential food of knowledge' which is adopted in this book. That
definition relates information to knowledge in the minds of human beings,
because it is only when information is transformed into knowledge and con
sciously applied to purposes defined by humans that it has value and power
to bring about desired changes. In organizations like museums, different
groups and individuals need to apply different kinds of knowledge to do their
work, and so they have particular 'stakes' in different kinds of information. If a
museum is to make productive and profitable use of information, it needs not
only to define what information means for it, but also to understand itself as
a community of users of information, to recogflize the 'stakeholders' in in
formation, and to proVide them with the means of negotiating over the use of
information.

What is information in the
museum context?

Knowledge and information - some theory

While the avowed orientation of this book is a practical one, because this is
our sense of what the readers we are addreSSing mainly wish to have, that is
not to say that there is no theory underlying the ideas about information and
its management which we propose. For those readers who are interested in
knowing something about it, we shall say something here about its deriva
tions; those who want to get on with the business can safely move on to the
definitions on the next page.

We claim no originality for the theoretical basis. Its roots lie mainly in in
formation science and the thinking of some of its founding fathers who went
on contributing into the 1980s (in particular Brookes, 1980a and b, and Far
radane, 1980) as well as such contemporary theorists as Ingwersen, 1992; Bel
kin, 1990; Ginman, 1988; and Saracevic, 1992. Their ideas underlie the emphasis
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Chap: 2 What is information in the museum context?

we place on the transformations which human minds make of external infor
mation into internal knowledge, and of internal knowledge into information
which can in tum be put into the outside world for others to transform to
knowledge for their own purposes. The other contributing strand - which
again is quite mainstream - comes from modern theories of organizations as
what Eason (1988) calls 'socio-technical systems'. It draws on such concepts as
the soft systems approach (see, for example, Checkland, 1969, 1985) and organi
zationallearning (see, for example, Argyris & Schon, 1978; Fiol & Lyles, 1985;

Senge, 1990; Garratt, 1994).

This strand underlies the attempt in this chapter to define what information
means for a given organization. Organizations are seen essentially as consist
ing of human beings who are grouped together in socio-technical systems for
explicit or implicit purposes. They interact both internally and with their'out
side world'; the interactions are of human beings with one another, and of
human beings with technology. They create 'offerings' of products or services
for their outside world; they have to seek 'sustenance' to keep in being; and
they have a structure and a boundary. If these are the features singly necessary
and jointly sufficient to make an organization, we can define the knowledge
and the know-how they need in order to survive. They need to know what is
happening inside their own boundaries, and in the'outside world' on which
they depend for sustenance; and they need to know how to recognize, inter
pret and act on Significant changes within and without, how to create their
'offerings', and how to communicate. The actual content of the knowledge
and know-how, and so the nature of the information they need to sustain it,
will depend on their definition of their aims, of what they are in business for.

A general definition of knowledge and information

Knowledge is what we acquire from our interaction with the world; it is the re
sults of experience organized and stored inside each individual's own mind in
a way that is unique to each (though there are features common to how we all
do it). It comes in two main kinds: knowledge about things, and know-how. We
make it our own by transfonning the experience that comes from outside into
internal knowledge. Knowledge belongs to us more surely than most of our
possessions, and is indeed the most precious and essential of all.

Infonnation is what human beings transform their knowledge into when
they want to communicate it to other people. It is knowledge made visible or
audible, in written or printed words, or in speech, and put into external 'con
tainers' like books. articles, conference papers, or databases. We can also use
fully think of it as the food of knowledge because we need information and
communication to nourish and maintain our knowledge and keep it in good
shape for what we need to do in the world. Just as we have to transform food
into energy before we can derive benefit from it, so we have to transform
information into knowledge before we can put it to productive use. Figure 2.1.

represents the process.
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Figure 2.1
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Chap: 2 What is infonnation in the museum context?

Why organizations need to define information for themselves

For most organizations, the idea that they need to define information in their
own terms, or indeed that they need to define it at all, is an unfamiliar one.
Most discussion of information systems, information resources, etc. assumes
that everyone knows what information is, and that they all agree on what it is.
But the definitions that emerge by implication from what organizations say
about themselves, or explicitly from the answers of managers if they are asked
what information means to them, are mostly rather thin and impoverished,
usually with an emphasiS on such things as IT, MIS (management information
systems), or financial results. And there is no agreed organization-wide defini
tion - individuals will define information in differing ways, from the point of
view of their own immediate experience, and some people may not recognize
that they actually use information at all, because their understanding of the
concept is so restricted. Richer, more comprehensive and so more useful defin-
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3. lnfonnation has no inherent value of itself.
'Its value lies in its use' (Abell. 1993, P53) and the
parable of the talents is applicable to it.

4. Infonnation is a diffused resource, which
enters into all the activities oforganizations and
fonns a component of all products and services.
As McPherson (1994, p203) puts it, 'Infonnation
penneates all organizations; it is the raw material
of cognitive activity ... and ... the means whereby
the organization obtains its window on the
world.'

As this general definition of information implies, the information required
to feed knowledge has to be selected to meet the requirements of what we
need to do with it - and they depend on our aims, purposes or objectives. The
information that individuals and institutions need in order to maintain their
knowledge will consist of different elements, according to their understanding
of what they most need to do, that is, according to their value system.

Information is often spoken of today as a valuable resource, but in applying
this description we need to be aware ofsome peculiarities and unique features
which distinguish it from other material resources, and which are relevant to

its value:'
Given those characteristics, organizations, including museums, need to be

aware of the importance of interchange and negotiation among those with a
stake in information. For examples of promoting interchange and negotiation, see the

case studies of LASSI p170, the National Maritime Museum p190 and the V&A p259. They
also need to know what their information assets consist of, and to realize their
potential for adding value and avoiding risk. See Chapter 5, p68 for an example of

an 'audit' of a museum's information assets.

'This description of the peculiarities of infonn
ation is based on Oma (1995).

I. In order to have value, infonnation has to be
transfonned by human cognitive processes into
human knowledge. without which no products of
tangible value can be produced or exchanged.

2. If it is hoarded for the exclusive use of a limited
number of people, it can actually fail to achieve its
full potential value for those who hoard it. but if it
is exchanged and traded, the value resulting from
its use increases for all parties to the transactions.
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Chap: 2 What is information in the museum context?

itions start to develop only if organizations ask themselves: 'What do we need
to know to survive and prosper'?

Aims and their knowledge implications - an example

A typical set of aims or objectives for a museum might be expressed in terms
similar to those in the left-hand column of Table 2.1; shown on p24. The right
hand column sets Out the 'knowledge-about' and the 'know-how' which it
needs to have - in the minds of the people who work in the museum - in
order to act effectively to achieve its aims. For other examples of museum object

ives, see the case studies of Callendar House, Falkirk p151, National Maritime Museum

p190, North Somerset Museum p223, and the V&A p259.

Questions essential for survival

A complementary way of arriving at a museum's knowledge requirements is
to list the questions to which it needs to know the answers in order to survive.

The collections

1 What is in the collections?
2 Why was it collected?
3 Where did it come from?
4 Where is it now?
5 What has happened to it since it came into the museum?

People on whom the museum depends

1 Who are the visitors to the museum?
2 What do they do there?
3 What questions do they ask?
4 Who are the potential visitors?
5 Who does the museum need to influence?
6 Who are its key contacts?
7 Who are its suppliers?
8 Who are its 'competitors' and its potential 'collaborators'?
9 Who are its 'customers' and 'markets'?

10 What knowledge and expertise do its staff possess? What else do they need
to know about?

Finance to support the museum

1 What are the museum's present sources of funding?
2 What is its financial situation?
3 Where can it find additional funding?

23
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Of modern conservation techniques, environmental requirements
of materialslobject

Of collection, and of subject background; of developments in
scholarship in relevant fields

Of modem documentation practice, and of technologies to
support it

Of 'history' of all items since they became part of the collection
Publishing know-how

Of existing standards, requirements, regulations, legislation
Of bodies conterned with developing and maintaining standards

Of the subject areas of collections, of collections themselves,
of 'visitor profile', of interpretation methods

Of the education system
Know-how in presentation of information

Of museum's actual financial and other resources, and of its
financial position

Of potential sources and methods of approaching them
Of relevant legislation

Of actual and potential visitor profile (including local population)
Of strengths of collections, and ways in which they can engage

interest of different audience
Of PR know-how and skills

Of potential and actual donors
Of other potential sources
Of market prices, vendors, etc.
Of 'acquisition history' of items in collection
Of value of items
Of the terms of gifts

Note: The aims in this table are based on those of
the Tate Gallery, as set out in the gallery's Forward
PlanlBiennial Report. Permission to use them in this
context is gratefully acknowledged

Providing suitable housing and storage, in :
keeping with modem conservation requirements

Documentating, researching, publishing :
collections; encouraging development
of scholarship

Displaying collections Of collections themselves
Of technologies relevant to display of museum objects
Know-how relevant to display

Adding to them via gift, transfer, purchase :

Interpreting the collections so as to engage
the interest of visitors, provide education and
inspiration and encourage them to continue
to visit

Promoting the museum to a range of audiences,
from first-time visitors to scholars

Securing resources from a range of sources to
allow maintenance and development of the
museum's activities

Observing and contributing to the development
of standards which affect the museum's field
of interest



Chap: 2 What is information in the museum context?

Standards and obligations

1. What legal obligations does the museum have to meet?
2. What standards must it meet?
3. What conditions must its collections be kept in?

Scientific and technological support

1. What areas of scientific knowledge does it need to keep abreast of?
2. What is the state of the relevant technolOgies to support its work?

The knowledge base and the information to support it

We can describe the knowledge which a museum needs to master if it is to

achieve its objectives as its 'requisite knowledge base'; it forms a useful stand
ard against which to test its 'actual' knowledge base. We can also derive from
it a statement of the kinds of information which it needs to take in so as to

maintain its knowledge, and again, that forms a standard against which to set
the IUtual information which the museum collects and uses in its work (see
Table 2.2 on pp26-27).

The heart of the knowledge base

At the centre of the museum's requirements for knowledge and information
are the collections; aU the other kinds of knowledge and information which
any museum requires depend on them. If that core is not properly maintained,
none of the aims can be achieved; instead of a rich store which justifies and
rewards all the promotional, interpretive, commercial, financial and adminis
trative uses of information, there will be a black hole in the middle. Current
developments in the technology will certainly bring new ways of using collec
tions and of creating 'offerings' based on them, and their form may also
change, but they will still remain the core.

A threefold store of information and knowledge

We can think of the core of a museum as a threefold store of information
and knowledge, as shown in Figure 2.2 on p28.

The immediately visible store is what confronts us as soon as we enter a
museum. Within that store - in art treasures, objects of daily life, machinery,
mineral specimens, or dinosaur bones - is a store of 'embodied' information:
what artefacts are made of, who made them, how, where and for what pur
pose they were made; where natural objects originate from, how and when
they were formed, the material of which they are composed; how once-living
organisms functioned, where and when they lived. Behind that again is an
invisible store of knowledge in the minds of the people who are responsible
for the care and presentation of the collections - supported by information
sources that feed their knowledge, and made visible in the form of products

25



Information required to feed the knowledge

Information required to support the 'requisite knowledge base'

Of collections of similar museums, in 'Current awareness'
all countries

Of potentia
approachin

Of existing
regulatic

Of bodies c
maintair

Of museum
resources, a

PR know-he

Of actual ar
(including Ie

Know-howi

Of the edUc.

Of interpret

Of 'visitor Pi

Requisite I

Information required to SUI

I
Container or vehicle
for information

Records, manual or in database

Periodicals, conference papers,
communication with
professionals

Records, manual or in database

Press, conversation, contacts
databases

Records, manual or in database

Records, manual or in database;
other documents

Books, periodicals, conference
proceedings - held in libraries
and personal collections; com
munication with professionals

Periodicals, books, trade
literature, training courses,
communication with
professionals

Records, manual or in database

Periodicals, conference
proceedings, products of
specialist organizations

Periodicals, books, commun
ication with professionals

Periodicals, conference
proceedings, communication
with professionals

Current developments

I
Information content

'Current awareness'

Comprehensive and
complete details

Comprehensive and
complete details

Comprehensive and
complete details

Past and current literature

Valuations plus 'current
awareness'

Comprehensive and
complete details

'Current awareness' of
scientific and technological
developments

'Current awareness' of
developments in technology;
past and current literature

Of technologies relevant to display of museum
objects. Know-how relevant to display

Of other potential sources , , :
Of market prices, vendors, etc.

Of potential and actual donors .

Of 'acquisition history' of items in collection

Of value of items .

Of collections themselves· .

Requisite knowledge for meeting aims

Of modem documentation practice and of 'Current awareness'
technologies to support it

Of the collections, and of subject background;
knowledge of scholarly developments in
relevant fields

Pulishing know-hOW ..

Note: This table, like Table 2.1, is based on the aims
of The Tate Gallery

Of 'history' of all items since they became :
part of collections

Of modern conservation techniques, environ
mental requirements of materials/objects

26



Information required to support the 'requisite knowledge base' (continued)

............................ 'Current awareness'

27

I Table 2.2

Periodicals, conference
proceedings, communication
with professionals

Local press, local organizations

Press, contacts databases

Press, periodicals, commun·
ication with professionals

Records of transactions;
accounts

Communication with profes·
sionals, training courses

Books, periodicals, training
courses

Government publications,
published standards; database
of organizations

Information required to feed the knowledge

I
Container or vehicle
for information

Information content

Complete and comprehensive Records; survey results details
of visitors

'Current awareness' of
developments in curriculum,
teaching methods, etc.

'Current awareness' of
methods

'Current awareness' of local
demography, employment, etc.

'Current awareness'

'Current awareness'

'Current awareness'

Complete and comprehensive
financial details

Requisite knowledge for meeting aims

Of the education system

Of 'visitor profile' .

Of interpretation methods .

Of actual and potential visitor profile .
(including local population)

Know-how in presentation of information .

Of existing standards, requirements, ..
regulations, legislation

Of bodies concerned with developing and
maintaining standards

PR know-how and skills

Of museum's actual financial and other .
resources, and of its financial position

Of potential sources and methods of ..
approaching them

papers,

atabase
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The store of knowledge
about levels 1 and 2 in the
minds of people responsible
for the collections

. . . . . . . . . .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· . . . . . . . . . .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .

· ,' -. -.

The visible store: the
objects in the collection

· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· . . . . . . . . .· .· .· .· .
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I

The store of information
embodied in the objectsI

Museum collections as a 3-level store of information and knowledge
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Chap; 2 What is infonnation in the museum context?

that help visitors to relate to what they see before them, from captions and
labels to catalogues, from interactive displays to guided lectures.

Similar ideas were expressed by Lytle (r98r) in his 'recommendations for
development of information resources at the Smithsonian Institution':
The Smithsonian Is Information ... Museums select objects because they con
vey infonnation. Artifacts, specimens, models, paintings, photographs and
texts all are chosen because they convey information through their uniqueness
or representativeness, their historical significance, or their aesthetic appeal.
Museums conduct research to add information to their holdings, whether by
identifying them more precisely or by discerning more accurately their rela
tionship to human society. Museums disseminate information through schol
arly and popular publications, films, lectures and exhibits. One objective in
their educational programs is to bring objects together in a way which increas
es their information content.'

The full range of knowledge and information as described in Tables 2.r and
2.2, and not merely that relating to the collections themselves, is essential if
the threefold store which forms the core of museums is to function properly.
The relationship between information about the collections and information
about the visitor profile, or sponsorship funding, or the latest interactive multi
media technology, is one of mutual support - not only are all the kinds of
knowledge and information essential, they have to interact if the museum is to
gain full value from them (see Figure 2.3 on P30).

Who owns museum information?

There is a good deal offairly loose talk at present about 'ownership' of infor
mation i.n organizations. If we define knowledge and information as they have
been defined in this chapter, we can perhaps arrive at a clearer view of who
owns what. Besides the concept of owners of information, we also need to
consider two other groups - 'stakeholders' and 'guardians'.

Ownership

The museum is the owner of all information that it acquires and generates as an
institution (though it must pay due regard to copyright in the case of what it
acquires). Individual knowledge is the property of the person who holds it in
his/her mind. The information products into which individuals who work for
the museum transform their knowledge in the course of their work become
the property of the museum.

'Guardians' and 'stakeholders'

The museum as an institution delegates responsibility for managing certain
kinds of information to particular individuals or groups. In exercising responsi
bility for particular types of information (for example, information about
donors, or about enquiries received), they have authOrity over acquiring, re-
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Figure 2.3
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Chap: 2 What is information in the museum context?

cording, and amending the information in question, and oversight of the ways
in which it is used. They are, in effect, the 'guardians' ofthis information.

In addition to the guardians of any particular kind of information, there are
usually many people who have a vital stake in it, because they need it in order
to maintain their essential knowledge for doing their job. A documentation
department, for example, may be the guardian of the master records of the
objects in the collection. The stakeholders will include curators who provide
cataloguing information, the registrar's department which is responsible for
the inventory, acquisition and accessioning aspects of the records database and
for keeping movement and location information up to date, conservators who
provide conservation details, and the fund-raising department which needs
information from the database for developing its strategy and products.

Organizations ofall kinds should take into account the position of guardians
and stakeholders in relation to information, but often their 'organizational cul
ture' does not recognize it, and the way in which they are managed does not
provide a forum where stakeholders and guardians can negotiate about their
access to and use of essential information. That creates the potential for con
flicts of interest and brings the danger of information not being well used to
support the aims of the organization. It is essential for those who manage
museums to be aware of the multiple and legitimate interests of information
stakeholders and guardians, and to develop equitable organizational forms
which ensure that they meet one another and negotiate over the information
they need. z

Applying this chapter in the small museum

This chapter is primarily about asking yourself questions, thinking, and ap
plying what you know in answering them. Everyone can do that, no vast
resources of technology are needed, and indeed small institutions have some
thing of an advantage here, simply because fewer people are involved and the
number of things they need to take into account is not too daunting. This is a
case where 'small is manageable', so all you have to do is draw on your know
ledge and write down the answers as briefly as possible!

2 While the ideas set our here arose from discus
sions with colleagues in museums, they find an
interesting echo from the world of business in a
report from the Hawley Committee (1995) on the
use and value of information assets by businesses,
which also diStinguishes the roles, rights and
responsibilities of three groups of people: owners,
custodians and users of information.
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